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Abstract: With the advancement in technology, there are
recent developments in the micro-sensor devices that have
accelerated the progress in the field of sensor networks. Sensing
Point Areas (SPAs) uses are in various applications like battlefield
monitoring detection of Enemy vehicles and environment
surveillance. In all the application energy consumption is one of
the constraints and is critical that affects the Network Health
(NH) of the Sensor Area. Energy utilization in an efficient
manner is crucially important to maintain a network in its
operational condition for the longest time. Therefore, Network
Health (NH) improvement techniques have gained more attention
to extend the unmarked operation of battery-constrained WSNs.
In this paper, we review the application of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), the summary of various kinds of networks,
energy consumption model, NH definition, and its improvement
techniques.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Sensing Point Network,
Internet of Things
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Fig. 1. Applications of SPNs

I. INTRODUCTION

Group based SPN will have the SPs in multiple independent
groups. Each group will have set of SPs. Each SP group will
have Group Identifier SP which can send control packet
between groups. Group based SPN can be divided into
Equal SPN and Un- Equal SPN. For the case of Equal SPN
all the groups will have N SPs. For the case of Un-Equal
SPN the group can have its own number of SPs.

SENSING Point Network (SPN) history began from
early 1980s with the usage of wireless voice Sensor Area [1].
For SPN one of the main limitations is the battery capacity of
the SPs. The usage of the SPN over the years has been
depicted in the Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1 the SPN are
used for wide variety of applications [2]. The SPNs are used
for very wide range of applications. SP is an entity in the
Sensing Point Network (SPN) which can detect the data and
is governed by chargeable value, storage volume and sensing
tip. SPN will be classified into Multiple Group SPN and
Single Group SPN. Figure 1 shows the applications of SPNs.
Various applications make use of SPN namely Military
Application, Environment Monitoring, Logistics, Transport
Devices and Applications and Hospital Smart Health
Clinics.Non-Group SPN will have the SPs spread in a
parameterized end points of x*y. Each SP can communicate
to other SP using algorithms without any centralized SP. The
example of Non-Group SPN within an area of 100*100 is

Fig. 2. Non – Group Sensor Area
Figure 3 shows 4 clusters and each of the clusters has a set of
10 SPs in the Sensor Area.
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The Cluster based Sensor Areas can be further divided into 2
sub Sensor Areas,
1) Homogenous Sensor Area
2) Non-Homogenous Sensor Area
Homogenous Sensor Area is the Sensor Area which has
similar set of SPs in each of the clusters. Non-Homogenous
Sensor Area is the Sensor Area which has different set of
SPs in each of the clusters.
II. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL

The transmission happens between links from SP5 to SP8,
then from SP8 to SP10 and finally from SP10 to SP12.
Substituting the values from Table 1 in Equation 4. The
energy consumed between SP5 to SP8 can be calculated as
(Assuming Bn = 10)
Ec(SP 5, SP 8) = 10 (2 ∗ 50 + 100 ∗ 302)
(6)
Similarly, the energy consumed between SP8 to SP10 is the
following
Ec(SP 8, SP 10) = 10 (2 ∗ 50 + 100 ∗ 202)
(7)
There is a direct relation between the coverage range of SPs
and total energy consumed and is depicted in Figure 5 . The
equal interval of distance 10 is maintained and then
increased till a maximum limit of 100m. The direct
proportionality can be seen as an incrementing factor of
energy with distance.

This section discusses the energy consumption model in
SPN. When the distance between Node A and Node B is
‘dis’ and then certain communication data (Bn bytes) is sent
[3]. The SP has majorly main components like transmitter
component and amplifier component as shown in Figure 4
[4].

III. NETWORK HEALTH COMPUTATION
The Network Health (NH) helps in maintaining the control
and data packet flows in the network and it has multiple
definitions [5]. Network Health can be defined as
NH = Count Healthy/CountNon Healthy

(8)

Where,
Fig. 4. Major Energy Dissipation Components
The amount of data transmission energy level can be defined
as below
Edatatx = Bn · (Etxlevel + Eamp· dis2)
(1)
Bn = bytes of data
Dis = distance between SPs
Etxlevel = data transmission energy
Eamp = amplification factor

CountHealthy = Set SP who’s Residual Energy (RE)
>= Initial Battery (IB)/ 4
CountNonHealthy = Set SP who’s Residual Energy (RE) <
Initial Battery (IB)/4
Initial Battery (IB1) is the Initial Energy of an SP. If the value
of IB1 is reduced by four times and is the current energy level
of SP then such a SP is called as Non-Healthy SP [6].

The destination SP will spend the following value of
energy
Erxvalue = Bn · Etxlevel

(2)

The total energy is the summation of transmission level of
energy and reception of energy.
Ec = Edatatx + Erxvalue
(3)
Ec = Bn Etxlevel + Bn Eamp · disn + Bn Etxlevel

(4)

The classical energy consumption model makes use of
standard values as given in Table I [4].
Table- I: Energy Consumption Values
Mode Level
Energy Value
Etxlevel
Erxlevel

50 nJ/bit

Eamp

100 pJ/bit/m2

When packets are sent the SP will lose its battery by a certain
amount. The end path found using a routing method can be
defined as below
5 − − > 8 − −− > 10 − − − − > 12
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Fig. 5. Range v/s Energy Dissipation
The usage of a given SP multiple times on the routing path
will cause more severe energy reduction and can be computed
as follows,
NE SP = CESP − EClink
(9)
Where,
CESP = Current Energy of SP
EClink = Energy Consumption between links
When the network is first formed, each SP will have same
amount of energy. Energy is consumed by the SP when it
participates in the route repeatedly, a point will be reached
when new energy value of the SP is less than 4 times the
initial energy and hence SP
becomes Non-Healthy.

(5)
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IV. NETWORK HEALTH IMPROVEMENT
TECHNIQUES

D. Beam Steering
The highest signal strength generation towards the actual SP
and then side lobes towards the non-target SPs is called as
Beam Steering [19] - [20].
Multiple concepts like signal multiple with itself, signal
multiple with different signal, computation of weights using
Sample Matrix Inverse Least Mean Square are used to achieve
beam steering. The energy wastage can be shared among the
SPs and maximum transmission of data can be achieved with
the help of set of Sensors on each SP rather than single
sensor. This can also help in reduction of load and then
replication of data can be done while battery is critical [21].
while doing beam steering, energy levels of the SPs can be
taken into consideration to achieve significant improvement
as compared to conventional techniques. Since the energy
consumed at SP is smaller than energy received by SP the
minimum sample rate is maximized [22]. Beacons can be
used to transfer the power to the SPs to maximize the total
average received power [23].

This section describes the various methods which can be
used to improve the health ratio of the network.
A. Energy Reaping
The concept of getting the energy for the SPs through
multiple means like thermal, solar and kinetic systems is
referred as energy reaping.
Many real-world apps make use of Internet of Things (IOT).
The concepts of reducing the consumption levels and then
renewing the energy levels can improve the health of the
network [6].
The data transmitted from area A to a different area B can be
improved with the help of ER-SPN [7] which contains
sensing points (SPs) for each home. The conventional
techniques are improved by making modifications on the
duty cycle, amount of power used for transmission and then
data rate. Energy Reaping (ER) can help to recharge the SPs
by making use of solar power [8]. When a SP is used
repeatedly then its battery level becomes below certain
threshold and hence effects the health of the network. The SP
energy can be reworked with the help of ER [9].

E. Allocation Of Assets
The routing, schedule of data, location of SPs, maximum
throughput and rate adaptation are most important tasks,
which are responsible for complete maintenance of network
health. Energy Efficient paths can be achieved by keeping
SPs in ON and OFF mode with respect to MAC layer [24]. A
network layer contains multiple flavors like link, route and
MAC. Power allocation, scheduling of data across links and
link energy consumption can be optimized across these three
flavors in order to reduce the ED which will improve network
health [25]. The quality of water in the rivers can be detected
with the help of SPs by making use of ON and OFF mode
[26].

B. Transmission And Connection Concept
Food security is important concept for any country and hence
monitoring of crop yields through SPs help is achieving this
goal [10]. The health of the network can be improved by
providing better transmission and then good link with respect
to base station [11].
The transmission within the area can be done with the help of
healthy SPs for a specific period of time T. The data is sent
towards the control center SP with the help of multiple SPs
[12]. The SPs can take either ON mode or OFF mode to scan
the region so that health can be maximized [13].
The problem of transmission can be resolved by doing a
logical mapping of an area. Classification of area based on
number of SPs and amount of data transfer can be used to
maximize network health [14].
C. Access To Opportunity Based Transmission And
Scheduler
The disturbance in the signal with respect to multiple
parameters namely time, position of SPs and then frequency
is called as fading.
When the data has to be sent from one SP to the destination
SP, a route trace is created which is a list of SPs participating
in the trace. The health of the network can be improved by
placing relay SPs within the area. With the help of CSD and
RE, network health can be improved. The SPs used in data
transfer can adjust the power based on RE and CSD [15].
Before transmission of data, SP checks the quality parameter
and if the value is higher than threshold then only data is sent
so that network health can be improved [16]. If the data
received by the destination occurs for every time duration ‘T’
then SPs can be made to undergo OFF mode and then switch
to ON mode during packet arrival [17]. Two kinds of such
scheduler can be used either fixed or joint scheduling. The
joint scheduling reduces the amount of Energy Dissipation
(ED) and hence improves network health [18].
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F. Data Acquisition
Route trace will contain set of SPs. If any of the SP fail, then
data will contain errors and also dropping of packets can
happen. By making use of Low Rank Parity Check (LRPC),
errors can be corrected and then decoding rate can be
efficient [27].
The data is sent to the base station by making use of SPs.
When the flow of data is high then network health will
reduce. Multiple parameters namely limited memory,
reduced energy and complexity of computation expose the
weakness of SPs group [28].
The decrease of Energy Consumption (EC) will be based on
combination of zone and tree-based method that will help in
increasing the energy efficiency. This will increase the
network health [29]. This method will make use of
hierarchical techniques in order to increase the network
health.
G. Energy Consumption Reduction
Different applications usage like transmission of medical
data, environment related data, transportation plans make use
of SPN. The process of re-transmission in order to reduce
redundancy and increase the reliability. Since the algorithms
does not take energy consumption factor into consideration, it
can be reduced by making use of multi-path routing [30].
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When multiple SP are combined, they form a region. The SP
of one region will send data to SP head of that region which in
turn takes the responsibility of sending data towards the
destination base station [3]. Multiple methods can be used in
the selection of SP head.
Centrality Approach will be used to elect the SP head.
whichever is closer to center is computed. When a SP is used
repeatedly along multiple paths it will eventually become
unhealthy. SPA method on top of LEACH is established to
achieve better balance of data and lesser number of loops.
The optimization of SPN will make use of energy modelling
along with energy consumption value computation. The
model will consider MAC and physical layer for the
combination of Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
Non-AWGN concept [4].
The value of mean for energy, ratio of drop packets, latency is
used for both Minimum shift keying (MSK) and quadrature
phase shift keying (OQPSK16) [31]. SPs will have multiple
communication range, conditioning of data and then sensing
capability.
The processing capacity can be improved by using
collaboration between layers which can be used for task
mapping along with scheduling of data with reduction of
energy [32]. The minimization of energy value along with
physical layer computation will be used based on Rayleigh
fading data [5].
Optimization of transmission power will be based on
minimum energy consumption [6] and then data is sent
towards the base station. SPN has limited energy, data
storage capability and battery energy and will limit the
network health. The SPN will group SP and then send data
from normal SP to SP head then SP head will send data to
base station. The threshold for data reduction will help in
pre-processing along with minimization of energy
consumption. Redundancy is removed at each SP so that
more transmission can be achieved [7].
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V. CONCLUSION
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The work presents the category of hierarchical SPN and Nonhierarchical SPN. A comprehensive study on the energy
consumption model describes the reduction in the energy of
nodes that happens on the routing path. Various network
health improvement techniques like Energy Reaping,
transmission and connection concept, access to opportunity
based transmission and scheduler, bean steering, allocation
of assets, data acquisition, and energy consumption reduction
is presented in the literature.
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